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INTRODUCTION
As a new medium for questionnaire delivery, the internet has the
potential to revolutionise the survey process.  Online (web-based)
questionnaires provide several advantages over traditional survey meth-
ods in terms of cost, speed, appearance, flexibility, functionality, and
usability [1, 2].  For instance, delivery is faster, responses are received
more quickly, and data collection can be automated or accelerated [1-
3].   Online-questionnaires can also provide many capabilities not found
in traditional paper-based questionnaires: they can include pop-up
instructions and error messages; they can incorporate links; and it is
possible to encode difficult skip patterns making such patterns virtually
invisible to respondents.

Like many new technologies, however, online-questionnaires face
criticism despite their advantages.  Typically, such criticisms focus on
the vulnerability of online-questionnaires to the four standard survey
error types: namely, coverage, non-response, sampling, and measure-
ment errors.  Although, like all survey errors, coverage error (“the result
of not allowing all members of the survey population to have an equal
or nonzero chance of being sampled for participation in a survey” [2,
pg. 9]) also affects traditional survey methods, it is currently exacer-
bated in online-questionnaires as a result of the digital divide.  That said,
many developed countries have reported substantial increases in com-
puter and internet access and/or are targeting this as part of their
immediate infrastructural development [4, 5].   Indicating that famil-
iarity with information technologies is increasing, these trends suggest
that coverage error will rapidly diminish to an acceptable level (for the
developed world at least) in the near future, and in so doing, positively
reinforce the advantages of online-questionnaire delivery.

The second error type – the non-response error – occurs when individu-
als fail to respond to the invitation to participate in a survey or abandon
a questionnaire before it is completed.   Given today’s societal trend
towards self-administration [2] the former is inevitable, irrespective of
delivery mechanism.  Conversely, non-response as a consequence of
questionnaire abandonment can be relatively easily addressed.  Unlike
traditional questionnaires, the delivery mechanism for online-question-
naires makes estimation of questionnaire length and time required for
completion difficult1, thus increasing the likelihood of abandonment.
By incorporating a range of features into the design of an online-
questionnaire, it is possible to facilitate such estimation – and indeed,
to provide respondents with context sensitive assistance during the
response process – and thereby reduce abandonment while eliciting
feelings of accomplishment [6].

For online-questionnaires, sampling error (“the result of attempting to
survey only some, and not all, of the units in the survey population” [2,
pg. 9]) can arise when all but a small portion of the anticipated
respondent set is alienated (and so fails to respond) as a result of, for

example, disregard for varying connection speeds, bandwidth limita-
tions, browser configurations, monitors, hardware, and user require-
ments during the questionnaire design process.   Similarly, measurement
errors (“the result of poor question wording or questions being presented
in such a way that inaccurate or uninterpretable answers are obtained”
[2, pg. 11]) will lead to respondents becoming confused and frustrated.

Sampling, measurement, and non-response errors are likely to occur
when an online-questionnaire is poorly designed.   Individuals will answer
questions incorrectly, abandon questionnaires, and may ultimately
refuse to participate in future surveys; thus, the benefit of online-
questionnaire delivery will not be fully realized.  To prevent errors of
this kind2, and their consequences, it is extremely important that
practical, comprehensive guidelines exist for the design of online-
questionnaires.  Many design guidelines exist for paper-based question-
naire design (e.g. [7-14]); the same is not true for the design of online-
questionnaires [2, 15, 16].  The research presented in this paper is a first
attempt to address this discrepancy.   Section 2 describes the derivation
of a comprehensive set of guidelines for the design of online-question-
naires and briefly (given space restrictions) outlines the essence of the
guidelines themselves.

Although online-questionnaires reduce traditional delivery costs (e.g.
paper, mail out, and data entry), set up costs can be high given the need
to either adopt and acquire training in questionnaire development
software or secure the services of a web developer.  Neither approach,
however, guarantees a good questionnaire (often because the person
designing the questionnaire lacks relevant knowledge in questionnaire
design).   Drawing on existing software evaluation techniques [17, 18],
we assessed the extent to which current questionnaire development
applications support our guidelines; Section 3 describes the framework
used for the evaluation, and Section 4 discusses our findings.   Finally,
Section 5 concludes with a discussion of further work.

COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN GUIDELINES
In essence, an online-questionnaire combines questionnaire-based sur-
vey functionality with that of a webpage/site.  As such, the design of an
online-questionnaire should incorporate principles from both contrib-
uting fields.   Hence, in order to derive a comprehensive set of guidelines
for the design of online-questionnaires, we performed an environmental
scan of existing guidelines for paper-based questionnaire design (e.g. [7-
14]) and website design, paying particular attention to issues of acces-
sibility and usability (e.g. [19-30]).  Additionally, we reviewed the scarce
existing provision of online-questionnaire design guidelines [2, 15, 16].
Principal amongst the latter is the work of Dillman [2].   Expanding on
his successful Total Design Method for mail and telephone surveys [31],
Dillman introduced, as part of his Tailored Design Method [2], fourteen
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additional guidelines specifically aimed at directing the design of online-
questionnaires.   Albeit seminal, Dillman’s guidelines do not incorporate
much of the relevant guidance uncovered as part of our environmental
scan.   We therefore propose – after collating, filtering, and integrating
the disparate guidelines – a comprehensive set of guidelines for online-
questionnaire design that, although stemming from Dillman’s guide-
lines, are more encompassing.  Unfortunately, given space limitations
imposed on this paper, it is only possible to highlight the key elements
of the derived guidelines; more detail is, however, available on request.

Guideline Organisation
At the highest level, our guidelines advise on the process that should be
followed when designing a questionnaire (the sequence of steps is shown
in Figure 1(a)).   Providing brief assistance for the remaining steps, the
guidelines focus on supporting the design and implementation of
questionnaire content (step shown shaded in Figure 1(a)).   To this end,
we identify the general organisational structure that online-question-
naires should adopt (see Figure 1(b)), provide assistance at this level, and
then progressively refine the guidance according to the issues identified
in Table 1.

Since it is not possible to include the comprehensive set of guidelines,
the following excerpt (Table 2) is presented as an example to provide
a ‘flavour’ for the guidelines as a whole; the guidance relates to the
formatting of text (see outlined component in Table 1) in online-
questionnaires.

When reading the example, it is important to note that none of the
guidelines are particularly innovative in their own right; each has been
drawn from the aforementioned sources covered by the environmental
scan.  What is novel, however, is the fact that applicable guidelines from
these disparate sources have been collated into a unified set which is
presented methodically in order to comprehensively support online-
questionnaire design.

A FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATION OF SUPPORT
Choice of online-questionnaire development tool is complex.  Devel-
opers of online-questionnaires are confronted by an increasing variety
of software tools to help compose and deliver online-questionnaires.
Many such tools purport to allow ‘anyone’ to quickly and easily develop
an online-questionnaire.  We wanted to assess the degree to which such
tools encourage ‘anyone’ to develop a good questionnaire (where, for

our purposes, ‘good’ is defined as following established
principles for website and questionnaire design); that is,
we wanted to evaluate the extent to which online-
questionnaire development tools incorporate the prin-
ciples of our guidelines.

Developed by Lumsden, SUIT is a means by which user
interface development tools (UIDTs) can be systemati-
cally evaluated and compared [17, 18].  Centring around
a framework and evaluation method, SUIT adopts a
reference model-based approach to tool evaluation.
Although, as published, SUIT is dedicated to UIDT
evaluation, the principles of SUIT are applicable to any
artefact evaluation and comparison [17].  Hence, to-
gether with the fact that a website – and therefore an
online-questionnaire – is essentially a user interface, a
version of the SUIT framework (modified to reflect
appropriate evaluative parameters) seemed ideal for the
evaluation of support for our identified guidelines within
current online-questionnaire development tools.

Evaluation Framework
Figure 2 shows an excerpt from the evaluation framework
that was used to assess online-questionnaire development
tools.  Rows in the framework represent the guidelines,
each being summarized for brevity and included under a
header representing the applicable online-questionnaire
component (e.g. ‘text’ in Figure 2).   Tools were evalu-
ated according to their feature provision and specifically
the means by which each feature is incorporated into an
online-questionnaire.  Where a tool did not support a
particular feature, this was marked as ‘no support’; where
a feature was supported, we recorded whether it was
incorporated automatically or manually and whether
control over the feature (e.g. style) was manual or
automatic.  In essence, these measures allow us to deter-
mine the functionality and locus of control available in

Figure 1.  Online-Questionnaire (a) Design Process and (b)
Organizational Structure (arrows show progression, a double-barred
arrow indicating choice in the structure)
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Table 1. Guideline Organization and Topics Covered

GENERAL ORGAN IZA TIO N FORMAT TING Q U ES TION  TYPE & PH RASING G ENERAL  TECHN ICAL  ISSUES  

W elc o m e P ag e 
R e gis t ra t ion /L og in P ag e 
Int ro du ct io n P ag e 
S c ree ni ng  T e s t P ag e 
Qu es t io nn air e Qu es tio ns  
A dd it ion al Infor m at io n Li nk s 
T h an k  Y o u 
L ayo ut 
 F ram es  
 F or m s  &  F iel ds  
N a v ig at io n 

 Bu tto ns  
 Li nk s  
 S ite M a ps 
 S c rol lin g 

T ex t    

C olo r  
G ra ph ic s 
F la s h 
T a ble s  &  F ram es  
F ee db ac k  
M is cel lan eo us  
R esp on s e F or m ats  

M a tr ix  Q u es tio ns  
 D ro p-D ow n  Bo xes  

 R a dio  Bu tto ns 
 C h eck  Bo xes 

G en era l Gu id an ce 
 S en s iti ve Qu es t io ns  
 A tt itu de  S tatem e nts  
 P hr as e olo gy 

T y p es  of  Qu es tio n 
 O pe n-En de d  
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 O rdi na l Qu es tio ns  
 L ike rt  Sc a le  
 Sk i p  

P riva c y  &  Pr otec t io n 
C om p uter  L iter ac y 
A uto m atio n 
P la tfo rm s  & B row s e rs 
D ev i c es  
Ass is t ive T e c hn olo gy  

  
Table 2. Excerpt from the Online-Questionnaire Design Guidelines

There are a num ber  of issues of im portance w hen des ign ing the textua l  c ontent o f an onl ine-ques tionnai re: 

a) Fonts used s hould be readable and fam iliar, and text should be pres ented in m ixed case or standard 
sentence form atting; upper case (or  a ll c api ta ls)  should on ly be us ed for  em phasis;  

b) Sentences s hould not exceed 20 w ords, and should be presented w ith  no m ore than 75 c haracters per 
l ine.  If e lderly res pondents are anticipated, then th is lim i t should be reduced to  between 50 and 65 
charac ters  per line.  Paragraphs should not exceed 5 sentenc es in  length; 

c ) T echnica l  instruc tions (those being instructions re la ted to the basic  tec hnica l operation of the websi te 
del iver ing the ques tionnaire)  should be written in s uc h a way that non -tec hnica l  people can understa nd 
them ; 

d) Ensure that questions are eas ily distinguis hable, in  term s of form atting,  from  instruc tions and ans wers; 

e) F or eac h question type, be consistent in term s of the vis ual appearance of al l instances of that type and 
the ass oc iated instruc tions c onc ern ing how  they are to  be answ ered.  In  partic u lar, k eep the rela tive 
posi tion of the ques tion and answ er c onsis tent throughout the questionnaire.  W here different types of 
questions  are to  be included in  the sam e questionnai re , eac h question type should have a un ique visual 
appearance; 

f ) W hen design ing for  acc es s by  users  w ith disabil ities and the e lder ly, em ploy a m in im um  of s ize 12pt font 
and ensure that the font c olor contrasts  s ign ific antly with the back ground c oloring.  T ext s hould be 
dis cernable ev en w ithout the use of co lor .  It is  advis able to tes t font c o lors  and siz e w ith  a  s creen 
m agnif ier to ensure us abil ity pr ior  to  re lease; 

g) If targeting an e lder ly audienc e, provide a text-s izing option on each page, use bold face but avo id italics, 
and left-jus tify text.  It is als o advis able to inc rease the s pac ing between lines  of text for  eas e of reading 
by  this res pondent group; 

h) M ake sure that text is read (by  screen readers)  in  a  log ica l order.  Speci fically, set the tab order on the 
pages .  T h is is es pec ially true for actua l questions in  the questionnaire – think carefu l ly about the order in 
which a visually  im paired user wil l hear the e lem ents of a ques tion, includ ing the inst ructions and 
response options. 
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online-questionnaire development tools.  Tools were also evaluated
according to their support for our guidelines, measured according to the
manner in which the guidelines manifested; for instance, for any given
guideline, if a tool restricted the use/set up of the associated feature in
accordance with the principle of the guideline, support for that guideline
was recorded as ‘Imposed Restrictions’.  Support mechanisms were not
mutually exclusive; it was possible for any given guideline to be supported
by more than one means (the available options are shown in Figure 2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fifteen online-questionnaire development tools were randomly selected
for inclusion in this study; seven were web-based software products
(online-tools), typically also hosting the finished survey, and eight were
offline software products, installed on one’s own computer (offline-
tools).  A combination of demo software, free online accounts, and
vendor tutorials was used to source the information for the study3.

Functional Support for Listed Features
On average, 74% of listed features were supported within the tools
studied4; this did not differ between online- and offline-tools although
the supported subset did vary slightly across the tool types.  In terms of
the General Organization related features (see Table 1), none of the
tools explicitly5 supported the inclusion of screening-test pages or
sitemaps, and offline-tools were not found to support development of
registration/login pages.  Formatting features (see Table 1) were better
supported, with only flash missing from offline-tools and tables and
frames missing from online-tools.  All features related to Question Type
& Phrasing (see Table 1) were supported irrespective of tool type.  In
terms of General Technical Issues (see Table 1), no
tools supported design for assistive technology and
offline-tools, surprisingly, did not support rigorous
testing across platforms and browsers.

Across those that were provided, feature inclusion was
achieved manually, on average, 74% of the time; this
figure was slightly higher for offline-tools (80%) and
slightly lower (68%) for online-tools.  A similar pattern
was also observed for the control of features once
included (on average, 78% of control was manual).  In
essence, feature insertion style mirrored manipulation
style.  What is interesting to note here is that despite
providing a distinct lack of guidance (see Section 4.2),
the tools supported little automation of online-ques-
tionnaire design which could have been used in lieu of
guidance to ‘control’ questionnaire quality to some
extent .

Support for Guidelines
Guideline support was only assessed relative to the
features or functions that were physically present/
provided within the tools.  On average, only 13% of the
listed guidelines (relating to supported functionality)
had any form of support within the tools studied; this

was true for both tool types.  Of the guideline categories listed in Table
1, 36% had no representation at all across one or both of the tool types.
Support for guidelines across 18% of categories was completely missing
(where the functionality was available) from every tool studied; these
included guidelines related to the use or design of Additional Information
Links, Navigation, Scrolling, Matrix Questions, Attitude Statements,
Magnitude Estimate Questions, and Automation of online-question-
naire components.   On average, 12% of General Organization, 16% of
Formatting, 6% of Question Type & Phrasing, and 26% of General
Technical Issues guidelines were supported; where there was a difference
(albeit, in most cases, very little) between the tool types in terms of
extent of support for these high-level categories of guidelines, offline-
tools generally provided more support with the exception of General
Organization, where online-tools were more supportive.

Consider, now, the means by which the supported guidelines were
supported.  Figure 3 shows (using the primary y-axis and bar chart) the
number of tools in which each support mechanism was used; using the
secondary y-axis and line charts, Figure 3 shows the average, minimum,
and maximum extent (as a percentage) to which the various mechanisms
were used across supported guidelines.  The most popular support
mechanism was the use of defaults (used, on average, for 87% of
supported guidelines).  Thus, when a feature was included in an online-
questionnaire, it was set up by default in adherence with the associated
guideline(s); designers were, however, typically free to alter these
settings without being advised of the potential disadvantages associated
with their actions.  Second in popularity was the use of non-context
sensitive help (i.e. help which was not context-linked to actions and had
to be looked up independently); it was used in 10 of the 15 tools, but its
average application across supported guidelines was only 14%.  The
remaining support mechanisms were typically used by only one or two
tools and contributed to the support of very few guidelines overall.
Surprisingly, given the nature of the artifact being designed, neither
wizards nor templates were much utilized; where the latter were used,
they supported, on average, 34% of guidelines.

Overall, the study has highlighted the predominant absence of sufficient
guidance when creating online-questionnaires using current develop-
ment tools.   Typically, most available features can be incorporated into
an online-questionnaire with little or no suggestion as to best-practice;
where guidelines are supported, the mechanism by which they are
supported is typically implicit – there is insufficient explicit explana-
tion provided as to how best to design an online-questionnaire.

Figure 2. Excerpt from the Evaluation Framework Used
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
On the basis of our evaluation, we consider there to be a distinct need
for improved support for guidelines within online-questionnaire design
tools in order to facilitate online-questionnaire development that is
based on all relevant accepted principles.  Without such support, ad hoc
online-questionnaire development will continue as is, with the antici-
pated result that the public will become disenchanted with such surveys,
and their usefulness will therefore diminish without having been granted
a fair hearing.

We are currently in the process of performing an empirical study by
which we are evaluating the guidelines themselves in terms of their
ability, as a comprehensive tool, to guide better online-questionnaire
design.  Ultimately, we plan to develop an online-questionnaire design
tool that will guide a developer through the design process, highlighting
contravention of advisable practice where applicable.  Finally, we plan
to incorporate additional new guidelines concerning the use of language
in online-questionnaires.  A ‘structurally sound’ questionnaire can be
badly disadvantaged by the wording used to express questions and
responses; we would like to be able to advise on the use of language,
primarily via some form of natural language ‘check’ in our development
tool.
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ENDNOTES
1 In the absence of appropriate measures to address this.
2 Note, this research is not concerned with coverage errors which are

orthogonal to good questionnaire design; mixed-mode delivery is
suggested as a means to combat such errors.

3 The authors recognize that, as a result of limited access to some
tools, some available functionality may have been missed.   All
results should be considered in light of this caveat.

4 None of the tools supported any of the design process steps (see
Figure 1(a)) – other than the ‘design and implement content’ step
– in any way; as such, these functions are not included in any of the
following discussion.

5 For the purpose of fairness and simplicity, a tool was only assessed
as supporting functionality if the support was explicit; it is
recognized that some tools will provide ‘hidden’ means by which
to achieve functional goals but these are not included here.
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